Network Analysis – The Lynchpin of Successful Transportation Bid Preparation

In my experience working with shippers to create and execute bids, I have yet to present a transportation network and spend, and hear the response, “That’s exactly what I thought it was.” The shipper is always surprised by their spend, carriers used, spikes and valleys in volumes, and by the shifting Origin-Destination pairs.

So why is this important? During the bidding process, the execution of the bid receives a lot of focus. The optimization of the results receives even more focus (“how much am I going to save?”). Slightly less focus goes into actually executing the awards. This, of course, is essential if the calculated savings are to be realized. However, I would argue that the single most important piece of a transportation bid is accurately forecasting the lane network, and accurately communicating the lanes and lane requirements to the carriers.

While execution of the award is essential to realizing the calculated savings, a poorly forecasted network is impossible to execute. When load planners are not executing to the routing guide determined by the bid, often, it is not as much an execution problem as it is a symptom of an unrealistic award.

Correctly forecasting a lane network is not a trivial task. This is usually the driving force behind prolonged bidding events. To address the length of bidding events, software companies have created tools to aid in the process of bid generation. A bidding tool that is fully integrated with the execution tool can help to reduce the analysis effort, and the automated lane and shipment queries to aid in bid creation can also be a real time saver.

However, this automation can also add to the misconception that the network can be easily defined. If the first step of a bidding process is a query of existing lane usage, and an automatically created bid, the shipper believes they are nearly complete in defining their network. The risk is a poorly forecasted and inaccurate network. A shipment history (and/or a lane usage analysis) is only a starting point to defining a transportation network. The goal is not a representation of your past transportation network, but a forecast of your future transportation network.

As an example, consider a lane in which Carrier A hauled the freight for the first six months of the year at $1000/load. The shipper then switches to Carrier B for the second half of the year at $800/load. A straight calculation yields an
historical cost over the year of $900/load (assuming volume is constant). Using $900/load as the historical cost would cause the bidding tool to perceive a bid of $850 as a $50/load savings, when in reality, it is a $50/load increase. In this regard, historical cost should not be defined as ‘what did I pay historically?’, but as “what can I expect to continue to pay if I don’t bid?” The same basic concept can be applied to all attributes of the lanes; Day-Of-Week analysis, one-time events, opening of new DCs, temporary and/or permanent sourcing changes, new product lines, expected growth, etc. All of these things need to be fully understood to accurately define and forecast a transportation network.

Network alignment is the true power behind a successful transportation procurement event. Getting the right carrier assigned to the right lane is the goal. Simply put, a carrier with empty trucks in the areas of your pickups, and a carrier needing empty trucks in the areas of your deliveries can not only give you a better price, but will also give you better service. All transportation networks change over time. Typically, a carrier’s network changes more rapidly than a shipper’s network. What was a good lane for a carrier last year is not necessarily a good lane for the same carrier this year. This is why regular bidding events are necessary, regardless of market conditions, to keep constantly shifting networks aligned. Alignment is not possible if the network is not accurately forecasted and represented.

For more information on how integrating sound network analysis practices into your transportation management strategy can drive competitive advantage, visit www.manh.com/solutions/transportation-lifecycle-management, or call us at 1-800-661-4872.
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